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Cat-Nr: CHTREEBUNDLE

The Christmas Tree - Part One + Part Two - Bundle

Artikel info:-

Knut, Alfred and Piedro want to decorate the Christmas-tree
of the Fightplace living community. At the beginning they
complet this job really good, but as they began to place the
lighting they got in trouble, because no one wanted to take
this tricky job. Instead of that they prefer to smoke a cigarette
and shout out some stupid things. For sure they continued
this stupid stuff until Alfred got mad and challenged Knut for a
fight. At beginning they were just kidding euch other but from
minute to minute both of them evolved a growing ambition to
win the fight. The painful Scissors of Alf wear Knut out, but
Knut is very tenacious. At least Alf was able to win the first
round. You can notice then he still gets more power and
tricks. Piedro just watched this round, but now he wants to
fight Alf, too. With this opponent Alf needs to try harder then
before. Piedro is muscular and we&#39;ll trained, but he is not
that experienced. This is just his third fight at Fightplace. He
really need to take care for Alf&#39;s legs, because he
learned how to use them. If you&#39;re caught up in his
Scissor it would be hard to free yourself. Piedro enjoys to
perform SchoolBoyPins combined with riding the muscles of
his victim. If there is any chance to sit on his breast or
stomach he uses this opportunity to crush Alf&#39;s biceps
with his knees. At least the fight got balanced but really hard.
But the following consequence is that there could be only one
winner. Alfred or Piedro? In the second part Piedro wanted to
fight against Knut. Introduced by a short boxing session, they
changed into a hard wrestling match, which was not that easy,
but it got a special erotica touch (all our Fightplace Fans know
Knut). Knut is not shamed to use any nasty trick to free out of
Piedro&#39;s graps or to torture his opponent. Wedgies that
nearly rip his shorts, Ballgrabs, Nipple-Twister, Gut-Punching
and different attacks with his feet. This is a totally new area
for Piedro but he learned fast! So he revenged for the nasty
tricks of Knut. It&#39;s really funny to watch the two boys
because it never got boring.

Play length approx - 59 min.

Price :  39,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options The Christmas Tree - Part One + Part Two - Bundle :

shipping method
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DVD Shipping, Download HD.

In catalog since Friday 26 December, 2014
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